
 

This article will present to you a typeface called the Al Mubaf Quran Font. This font is a set of 709 characters from the Quran,
claiming to be "the most accurate representation" according to the author. In order for this article to be as comprehensive as
possible, please read this entire article thoroughly and understand it completely before continuing on. The Al Mubaf Quran Font
consists of 709 characters from the Holy Quran in order for those looking for an accurate portrayal of Arabic script that can be
shared over social media platforms such as Facebook and Instagram without any official permission or copyright infringement.
There are three versions of the Al Mubaf Quran Font: The author has also created a website dedicated to the font, with these
versions of the font listed for download. The "Lite" version (font only) contained 709 characters with no vowels/diacritics; these
were added in versions two and three. Characters 404-412 (with diacritics) were not included at this time leaving 595 characters
with functionality in written language. This was addressed and corrected in version 4 (see below). The author has also created a
Wordpress website dedicated to the font, containing .pdf files containing the al-mubaf font and the 709 characters needed to
print out the font for free. The website also contains a list of sites that have been featured on Google over the years with a
selection of images from those websites. The author claims that this typeface was developed completely by himself and that he
has not used any outside resources or software. He developed a unique algorithm that generates each character from a set of
rules. These rules are based on his own personal observations, as well as those taught in his Arabic education at Abou Baker Al-
Sinnabi School in Qatar. The author also states that he is not receiving any compensation or payment from anyone for the
distribution of this font and that it is free for users to use. There are several other fonts that claim to be "the most accurate
representation" of the Arabic language using algorithm and rules, although they don't provide functionality such as letters with
diacritics. Some of these fonts contain incorrect characters and vowels, creating a font which is not usable in normal written and
spoken Arabic. Some of these fonts include: 

The author did not address the use of these fonts in the article, but he did mention that some users have tampered with his font.
If you see a new font on the internet that contains characters that are not present in the Al Mubaf Quran Font, please contact
either Al Mubaf or the website creator to verify if the font has indeed been tampered with. I felt it necessary to provide this
information due to my own personal usage of these fonts and my fellow Arabic speakers' reliance on them when it comes to
sharing their written works online. A big thank you to another user for bringing this issue up, I would have otherwise missed it
in my research. Al mushaf quran font
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